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Shoshana Telner’s latest release is a 2CD set
titled Johann Sebastian Bach – The Six
Partitas BWV825-830 (Centaur CRC
3642/3643; centaurrecords.com). The joy of
playing or hearing Bach lies in the search for
melody. Regardless of how familiar a work
may be, chances are that a hidden fragment
of melody will reveal itself, making the
already beautiful impossibly better. This is
how Telner plays. From her first phrase she declares her intention to
mine every treasured nugget in Bach’s motherlode of counterpoint.
These French dance suites are replete with ideas great and small lying
in every range of the keyboard voice. Telner’s technique unfolds each
one carefully. The versatility of the nine-foot Fazioli she plays allows
for rich dynamic contrasts and subtle touch variations to highlight
each new idea she encounters, as if to coax them out of hiding. It’s a
mindful, disciplined and loving way to handle this music and the
result is a breadth of beauty difficult to describe.
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and harpsichord places the piano mostly
on the left audio channel while the harpsichord occupies the centre
and right of the audio spectrum. Not only is the stereo effect immediately engaging but the writing too grabs the attention with very clever
keyboard combinations and colouristic effects.
György Kurtág’s Életút Lebenslauf Op.32 uses a normally tuned
piano in combination with another tuned a quarter tone lower and
also calls for a pair of basset horns.
The title track Re-Structures by Tod Machover is written for two
pianos and live electronics. It’s dedicated to Pierre Boulez for his
90th birthday and is inspired by Boulez’s own works for two pianos
Structures.
The opening and closing tracks are for the duo alone. The final one
is particularly intriguing for its relentless adherence to a Latin beat.
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Duncan Honeybourne performs an entire
disc full of world premieres in his recent
recording A Hundred Years of British Piano
Miniatures (Grand Piano GP 789;
grandpianorecords.com). Eleven composers’
works arranged chronologically give an
illuminating view of the piano miniature’s
evolution. English composers seem to have
a deep and abiding affection for a sense of

phrase and thematic idea. His tempos are unconstrained by conventional practice and his dynamics are unashamedly romantic. He
argues that both composers would have spoken this musical language
had they lived today and points to the way his interpretation realizes
more fully the potential of each work.
Scarlatti’s familiar Sonata in E Major K.380 proves an instructive
comparison with almost any other version. Like all the other
tracks, it’s an intimate recording with the mics very near the
strings. Materazzo’s effort is persuasive, credible and very much
worth hearing.
Zuzana Šimurdová introduces the music of a hitherto unrecorded
composer in her new world premiere recording release Fišer
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